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School Context

BRIEF SUMMARY

The school is driven by the 3 core values – TRUTH, OPPORTUNITY, & CELEBRATION. There is an unrelenting drive for
outstanding practice
Sta�ng is stable and the team is proactive in its drive for improvement.  Two teachers have begun maternity leave in
September 2019. There is a real sense of pride in the school from all stakeholders. Westmoor Primary is a larger than
average school in the North West of North Tyneside. There is currently  353 on roll, including 17 - 30 hours Nursery and
16 - 15 hours Nursery (340 FTE)
Pupil Admission Number (PAN) is 45 with high stability levels
The majority of children come from 4 main wards, Benton, Longbenton, Killingworth and Camperdown
Attainment on entry is generally in line with the national average.
We have 53% girls in comparison to national 49% and are in the top quintile. There is an even balance of gender across
the school, with the exception of current year 2 children (Boys: 60% Girls:40%) and year 5 children (Boys:35% Girls:65%)
5.24% of pupils are eligible for FSM (16 chn.) which is less than the national �gures and is a downward trend
3.27% of pupils are from minority ethnic groups (10 chn.)
3.27% of pupils’ �rst language is not, or not believed to be English
9.1% of pupils have SEN support (code K, 28 chn.)
0.65% of pupils have an SEN statement or EHIC plan (2 chn.)
Westmoor’s IMD indicator is 6
Attendance 18-19 is 96.6%. This is consistently above average.
Persistent absenteeism is 5.4%. This is an improving �gure.
Westmoor is an active and dynamic member of ShiNE Teaching School Alliance (TSA) and a member of North Tyneside
Learning Trust (NTLT)
Nursery currently can accommodate 39 morning pupils and 26 in the afternoon. We o�er 30 hour and 15 hour provision.
School admits rising 3s in January. Nursery is now full
Reception is organised into 2 classes of 22 and 23. Thereafter, the cohort of 45 is split into pure and mixed age classes.
(Year 1,1/2, 2. Year 3/4, 3/4, 3/4. Year 5/6, 5/6, 5/6).
Children are set by ability for Maths and English throughout Key Stage 2, which enables more speci�c teaching. This
provides greater opportunity for challenge for children at age related expectations or above, and teaching assistants are
targeted during literacy and numeracy to support those with Education Health and Care Plans and to support targeted
children.
Phonics is delivered in small mixed age groups which is phase speci�c and has measurable impact.
The curriculum is carefully designed and planned over a two year cycle. This ensures breadth, depth and creativity in the
curriculum and inspires pupils to learn.
Pupils are con�dent self-assured learners with excellent attitudes to learning
In general, Maths and English is taught in a morning and foundation subjects in an afternoon
Westmoor is a healthy school and children receive their entitlement to PE.
School o�ers a range of after school activities such as multi skills, yoga bugs, Art, Science  and a range of peripatetic
music services.
Spiritual, Moral, Social and Cultural values and the promotion of fundamental British values, are at the heart of the
school’s work. These are shared in assemblies and RE, collective worship, SEAL, PSHCEE, circle time, school council, eco
warriors, Class Rules, extra-curricular activities, visits and work about other countries.
LA Assisted Review February 2017 key �ndings judged our school to be GOOD. The next LA review is scheduled for
February 2020
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Quality of Education

JUDGEMENT

INTENT

AMBITIOUS INCLUSIVE CURRICULUM: The school has a clear and unique curriculum with clarity of intent. Sta� have collectively
evaluated past successes and taken forward areas of strength and good practice, capturing and retaining the magical
moments. Teaching shows a high level of expectation and appropriate levels of challenge for all abilities.  Sta� know their
children well and plan e�ectively for next steps in learning for all areas of the curriculum. A �exible sequence of teaching
maintains momentum. To further improve, Curriculum Leaders will make greater use of book scrutiny and particularly pupil
voice to have a clear understanding of curriculum coverage, progress and importantly pupil engagement and enjoyment. This
regular and precise evaluation of  the curriculum o�er, will allow opportunities to reshape and re�ne, to fully embed
curriculum and practice.

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS: Sta� CPD and professional dialogue places a clear focus on developing, building and extending skills
and fundamental knowledge within the curriculum in order for pupils to succeed in life.  Key knowledge is revisited and built
upon: for example in History, revisiting chronology by studying various themes such as trade and transport, crime and
punishment from the earliest civilisations to present day. The aspiration is to achieve deep learning which will be evident
through outcomes, discussion and application of knowledge and skills in various contexts and across the curriculum.  

SEND: The wider curriculum is inclusive and is based upon the principles of quality �rst teaching which is embedded in CPD.
Where children have signi�cant gaps in learning, a rapid catch up programme is swiftly implemented by an experienced
member of sta�, who is able to provide speci�c personalised teaching to small groups of children. The aim is to develop
�uency and independence. Early indications this academic year are that children feel great pride in their accomplishments in
these targeted sessions. Teachers and support sta� evaluate pupil progress exceptionally well, including that of intervention
packages such as precision teaching; resulting in targeted, rapid progress. Teachers have progress meetings each half term
with the Inclusion Manager and share a professional dialogue. There is  a commitment to maximising opportunities for all
pupils and as a result the team outline strategies to meet speci�c needs and carefully consider next steps for all children. 
SEND pupils make measurable progress from a variety of di�erent starting points. Targeted support is reviewed regularly to
ensure maximum bene�t. Alternative provision/routes are explored if in the best interests of the child. 

BREADTH OF COVERAGE: The extensive curriculum is carefully considered for the needs and interests of the pupils. This is built
on recognition of the necessity to harness the essential  knowledge to equip children for life in the modern world. Teachers
give careful consideration to posing the right questions to generate or trigger higher order thinking skills on a range of cultural,
ethical, moral, and technological issues. Every opportunity is maximised to develop character and resilience, including
playtimes. OPAL (Outdoor Play And Learning) a�ords children the chance to risk assess and plan their own learning through
play. This has had striking impact on behaviour and learning and increased enjoyment.  Assemblies are a focus for thought
provoking discussions with an emphasis on cultural capital. As a result, Westmoor pupils have a clear appreciation of human
creativity and achievement and a sense of moral responsibility to the future of their planet and inhabitants. Add something on
safeguarding and SRE healthy relationships.

IMPLEMENTATION

SUBJECT KNOWLEDGE:  Sta� are proactive in seeking advice in areas that they do not consider to be their areas of expertise.
Leaders have the capacity to respond and support, implementing speci�c CPD or signpost to bespoke training, enabling
increased  sta� con�dence. Support sta� are highly skilled and committed to their professional development, attending a
dedicated weekly training session. Peer coaching is becoming e�ective in sharing best practice.  Dedicated time for team
planning ensures sharing of expertise with a professional dialogue, resulting in a clear sequence of teaching; implemented
with pace and impact. There are opportunities to draw upon Curriculum Leader expertise outside of the phase team.

Outstanding Good

✓

Requires
Improvement

Inadequate No Grade
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ASSESSMENT FOR LEARNING: AFL is pivotal to, and drives the cycle of teaching and learning. A range of strategies ensure
active participation and high levels of engagement from all pupils in lessons, with sharply focused precise teaching. Greater
emphasis is placed upon developing independence and self-help and improvement, through high quality prompts for learning.
As a result, teachers know their children well, and plan next steps in learning to have immediate impact. Teaching Assistants
play a valuable role in helping pupils to learn. Through access to relevant, quality CPD they have a very detailed knowledge of
what individual pupils need in order to learn. As a result they intervene exceptionally well to help pupils overcome any
di�culties which might slow their progress. 

LONG TERM RETENTION: Children are encouraged to re�ect upon their work and regularly edit. This is impacting upon deep
learning. Early evidence demonstrates that this is becoming embedded and transferable through continuous application of
taught knowledge, skills and concepts. There is a shared expectation that Literacy skills, like a golden thread, are woven across
all aspects of the curriculum. A sharp focus will be on monitoring this, this academic year.  

MARKING AND FEEDBACK: Marking and feedback is streamlined and explicit, which has had a positive impact upon teacher
workload. Changes to marking and feedback procedures, have resulted in children who have command of their own learning
and editing. As a result, children express pride in their work and achievements and have a real sense of ownership of their
learning. 

RESOURCES: Prompts for teaching and learning support lessons well without being over elaborate. This results in sta�
prioritising their time in planning and delivering quality �rst teaching.

CHALLENGE: School promotes high expectations in all aspects of school life. Children embrace challenge which is woven into
each lesson resulting in high levels of pupil engagement and a desire to improve. School is committed to increasing the
number of those achieving Greater Depth in national assessments through focused performance management of sta�.

READING: Parents, pupils and sta� are acutely aware that reading is a priority and is at the heart of our curriculum, and a love
of reading is promoted within the community.  A range of diagnostic assessments (*) inform teachers of the precise areas of
strength and need for each child. Teachers understanding of reading, ensures texts in all aspects of the curriculum are
accessible to all learners. School utilises a range of strategies to develop pupil �uency, con�dence and enjoyment of a range of
quality texts.

PHONICS: Sta� have expertise in the teaching of early reading, delivering parental workshops, and work in partnership to
develop a shared knowledge, understanding and approach to reading. School places great importance on the teaching of
phonics from Nursery. Rigorous and robust assessment of children's phonic acquisition, directly informs next steps in teaching
and learning. Fluid groupings across year groups have impacted positively upon results for all pupil groups. Through a range of
assessments, teachers gain a detailed picture of each child's phonic, vocabulary and comprehension ability. This results in
texts being well matched to each child's ability giving them the foundations for future learning.

COMPREHENSION: Teachers systematically check children's understanding of the written and spoken word in all lessons and
immediately address misconceptions. Sta� recognise the importance of introducing and teaching the meaning of new
vocabulary at every opportunity.

LEADING BY EXAMPLE: Teachers model the highest standards in their own use of Standard English and have expectations of
the children.

IMPACT

PUPIL ACHIEVEMENT: Increased opportunities for moderation (both internal and external) have raised teacher con�dence in
making secure judgements. Children consistently meet national expected standards across the curriculum and this is a trend.

SEND OUTCOMES: Pupils achieve well in comparison to their national counterparts.

PUPILS' WORK: Regular scrutiny of pupils' work evidences at least good progress from individual starting points. Sta� are
constructively supported to ensure the highest quality and impact of support is evidenced. (*) Ongoing professional dialogue
at all sta� levels has ensured a consistency of approach in all subjects. School is focused upon developing deep learning of
knowledge and skills with accurate transference across the curriculum. Pupils express pride in their work and are able to
verbalise individual progress.

READING FREQUENCY: School strives to ensure reading is a priority. Pupils are encouraged to read widely and often at both
home and school. All children have access to rich and plentiful reading material which is taken home as well as a varied diet of
reading experiences, e.g. Grandparents Share-a-Book Day, author and library visits etc. Reading is taught through a range of
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approaches including one to one, guided, shared, choral, modelled and inference. In addition, school has recruited and trained
volunteers to increase reading miles. Reading buddies from Year six take their responsibility seriously and are enthusiastic
about sharing books with younger children. As a result, children have a good level of skill and a real passion for reading.

APPLICATION OF SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE: As a result of school's approach to embedding deep learning, children are
increasingly able to transfer the fundamental knowledge and skills they have been taught in lessons and at play, to all areas of
the curriculum.

BITE SIZED QUESTIONS

Q1 How well can the leadership team (including curriculum leaders) explain the rationale
and design of the curriculum?

Q2 How deliberate has the curriculum design been?

Q3 How clearly can the leadership team articulate the current priorities for the curriculum?

Q4 How well do the leadership understand the strengths and areas of development of the
key stages and subjects within the school? Are there any groups of pupils who are less
well served?

Q5 What is the school's assessment of the breadth of the curriculum provided? Are
su�cient opportunities for "Cultural Capital" provided?

Q6 How con�dent are leaders that the intent of the curriculum is implemented and that
learning is sequenced e�ectively over time?

Q7 How demanding is the "daily diet" of pupils' work?

Q8 How e�ectively do teachers use assessment?

Q9 How accurately do results re�ect the quality of education provided by the school and
the aims of the curriculum? Is there alignment?

Q10 How securely is essential knowledge of literacy and numeracy developed and reinforced
across the curriculum?

Q11 How e�ectively does the school ensure all learners, particularly the disadvantaged, and
the most able, make strong progress from their di�erent starting points, including in
English and Mathematics? How accurate is the tracking of these groups? What actions
have been taken when targets have not been met?

    

O G RI I NG
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Behaviour and Attitudes

JUDGEMENT

EXPECTATIONS: All sta� instil core values through daily practice with the expectation for exceptional behaviour. Sta� do this
because of a genuine belief and ownership of the values. Pupils’ behaviour is exemplary, both in school and when on visits.
They are very proud of their school and are always extremely polite and welcoming. Visitors to school comment positively on
pupil behaviour and attitudes. (*)

ENVIRONMENT: School has an exceptionally calm, purposeful learning climate. Corridor windows are kept clear and internal
doors are usually open. Sta� and children welcome drop-in visits from senior leaders and are proud of their work ethic.

IMPROVEMENT: Through consistently applied expectations, children can clearly communicate consequences and sanctions.
Children who experience challenge, are supported with techniques to manage emotions such as anger, frustration or
resentment. Through a secure communication system, sta� are aware of speci�c challenges and can work without con�ict of
actions or response.

ATTITUDES: Attitudes to learning are consistently excellent. Pupils are proud to belong to “The Family of Westmoor." Adults
and pupils have created highly positive relationships and the well-established classroom routines mean that lessons proceed
without interruption and no time is lost for learning. As a result, there is high levels of engagement in lessons and progress is
evident. Pupils take their role as Well-being Champions incredibly seriously and are well placed to provide support which they
do so sel�essly and intuitively.

ATTENDANCE: Children enjoy school and attend regularly and enthusiastically. Figures for academic year 18/19 are 96.6% This
is indicative of trend. Persistent absence is 3.7%, a reduction on last year of 6%. Sta� monitor and address patterns of absence
and engage positively with parents which has had impact in speci�c cases and behaviours have been modi�ed. Attendance of
SEND pupils (E&S) is 94%, however 0% of these pupils are persistent absentees.

EXCLUSIONS: Leaders and Governors have not permanently excluded any child and �xed term exclusions are used as a last
resort. This has followed close working with parents, to resolve issues in the very best interests of the child. School uses
alternative strategies whenever possible and works closely with local services such as North Tyneside's Behaviour Outreach
Service. Alternative provision has been successfully sought for two pupils academic year 18/19.

RELATIONSHIPS: Parents, sta� and pupils are unreservedly positive about both behaviour and safety. 100% of parents state 
that their child is safe in school and 98% state that school deals e�ectively with behaviour. Pupils are known and cared for as
individuals throughout the school. Pupils are fully aware of the di�erent forms of bullying. Positive role models are praised
and good behaviour is reinforced. Any low level behaviour is immediately and e�ectively addressed through consistent
behaviour management. Both children and parents have the con�dence to talk to sta� about any issues causing them concern
which ensures that these can be dealt with quickly and e�ectively. This has been strengthened with the school's commitment
to Operation Encompass and Well-being. Children report any unacceptable behaviour to sta�, whom they know will address it
in a just and fair manner.

BITE SIZED QUESTIONS

B1 How successfully has the school built a calm and orderly environment? Is there a
consistent approach from all adults to behaviour?

B2 How e�ectively has the school promoted prompt and regular attendance?

B3 What judgement would the school give that pupils feel safe from bullying, peer-on-peer
abuse and the misuse of technology?

Outstanding Good

✓

Requires
Improvement

Inadequate No Grade

    

O G RI I NG
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B4 How e�ectively has the school used its powers to temporarily and permanently exclude
pupils?     
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Personal Development

JUDGEMENT

WIDER CURRICULUM: The school embraces the moral responsibility to develop the whole child. This is evidenced through a
wider curriculum which embraces positive mental health. The school recognises the importance of play (*) and the endless
possibilities to develop character and resilience. The school is passionate about equipping the children with the skills to deal
with a rapidly changing world. Through a comprehensive range of out of school clubs (*) children have the opportunity for
experiences which give them access to the knowledge they need to succeed.

CHARACTER: High expectations for behaviour and attitudes, result in children who re�ect on their actions. The vast majority of
children are truthful, due to the ownership and commitment to this core value. Children are aware of how they learn and the
skills that they have. (*) The school has invested in a programme, involving all pupils developing skills in team building,
positivity and resilience that will have impact on learning now, and in their future lives. (*)

PASTORAL SUPPORT: Systems have evolved to ensure all children have an adult they can talk to. Sta� Wellbeing Champions
are easily identi�able.(*) Guidance and support can be sought from children, parents and sta� with designated support
sessions. Children are encouraged to be healthy and to make appropriate choices. Dedicated time in the curriculum is planned
to ensure children understand the importance of healthy relationships and is policy driven.(*) School has an ambassador for
Operation Encompass.(*) As a result, children are becoming increasingly aware of what constitutes a healthy relationship and
are empowered  with the language to ask for support. This extends to support from a highly trained o�cer for sta�, parents
and children.

NURTURE: Feedback from children and parents evidences that the sta� at Westmoor genuinely care. (*) Support is bespoke
and carefully considered on an individual basis. Careful use is made of outside agencies  and school proactively engaged the
services of a child psychologist. Impact can be evidenced. Children value the weekly opportunity, to share achievements
outside of school, speci�c to their personal talents.

BRITISH VALUES: British Values are embraced and are evident across the whole school. Core school values are energetically
embedded with integrity and children are well placed to be respectful and responsible British Citizens. British Values form the
focus of a weekly assembly linked to current events (*). As a result children actively question and are well informed to
communicate their opinions on current events such as pollution.

EQUALITY: Children are given opportunities to explore a range of di�erent cultures. This allows children to understand, accept,
respect and celebrate diversity locally, nationally and globally. Picture News stories cover British politics giving children
knowledge of Britain’s democratic parliamentary system as well as contrasting systems around the world.

RESPECT: Weekly news stories explore some issues which allow children to see the di�erence between right and wrong in the
‘real world’. Opportunities to look at the civil and criminal law of England are given. Children o�er their views about moral and
ethical issues and can listen and respond respectfully to the viewpoints of others. This has recently included discussion around
the �res in the Amazon and responsibility to our planet. As a result children are highly respectful of one another.

CONSIDERATION: Through Picture News sessions, children are given speci�c opportunities to be re�ective about their own
beliefs and show respect for the beliefs, faiths, feelings and values of others. Coverage is broad and includes current news
stories about the environment, religion, politics and culture. It also includes social, ethical and moral issues. Opportunities are
given for children to learn about themselves, others and the world around them. This is question driven, with examples such
as "How much of our lives should we share with others?"resulting in  discussions around social media. Also,"Should we always
forgive?" a focused discussion around North and South Korea.

BITE SIZED QUESTIONS

Outstanding Good

✓

Requires
Improvement

Inadequate No Grade

O G RI I NG
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P1 How robust is the evidence that the promotion of pupils’ spiritual, moral, social and
cultural development is e�ective?

P2 What judgement would the school give that learners are able to recognise and mitigate
risks from all forms of bullying, radicalisation and the misuse of technology?

P3 How robust is the evidence that priority is given to learners' physical and emotional well-
being, including healthy eating, �tness and mental health awareness?

P4 How successfully does the school create opportunities for pupils to develop character?

P5 How successful is the provision of impartial careers advice or direction in enabling
pupils to be ready for their next phase of life?

P6 How rich is the range of personal development experiences that the school provides for
pupils? What is the quality of these experiences?
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Leadership and Management

JUDGEMENT

VISION: “Unrelenting passion for improvement of all”

“All sta� are committed to the emotional well-being and best outcomes for children. We understand the uniqueness of all
and are determined to provide exciting learning opportunities to excite and enthuse children, preparing them for a
technological future without limits”.

Leaders and Governors have high aspirations for the school. They have embedded a culture with clear vision and direction for
the future of the school that is clearly communicated to all sta�, providing strategic direction. Core values of “TRUTH,
OPPORTUNITY and CELEBRATION” pervade daily practice. As a result, there is s strong sense of belonging to "The Family of
Westmoor" and a desire for the best for all.

Leaders and Governors are committed unwaveringly to setting high expectations for the highest outcomes and conduct of
pupils and sta� and are currently in pursuit of The Governance Award and have achieved The Well-being Award. The core
value of TRUTH ensures honest and open dialogue which is positively received.

IMPROVING STAFF DEVELOPMENT:(CPD) is planned weekly for all teaching and support sta� and is responsive to emerging
priorities which focus on teaching and learning. Sta� self-evaluate against relevant professional standards and are acutely
aware of their strengths and areas for professional development and strive to develop themselves and others. (*) They take
responsibility to actively seek CPD from outside providers and through local collaboration. School can demonstrate strength of
practice through performance management procedures. (*) As a result sta� are acutely aware of their strengths and areas for
development. (*) Opportunities are provided for peer coaching for teaching and support sta�. There is a culture of honest
dialogue and practice in school is constantly evolving. Close working partnerships with other schools ensures innovative
practice is shared and implemented with impact. As a result, sta� re�ect and are con�dent, passionate about teaching, and are
innovative with practice.

CURRICULUM COVERAGE: Sta� are proactive thinkers and are continuously seeking to improve the curriculum based upon the
needs of the current children. Westmoor’s curriculum provides children with the transferable knowledge they need for
subsequent learning. The curriculum design is reviewed and evaluated regularly and is a key priority for the school. Curriculum
Intent (*) is precise and unique.

ENGAGEMENT:Leaders and Governors actively seek the views of all stakeholders, providing feedback and o�ering solutions.
Parents are comfortable to approach sta� with any concerns. The School Development Partner knows the school well through
challenging, yet supportive conversations. Westmoor is a popular school which is consistently oversubscribed. Governors hold
the Head Teacher to account with rigour and have con�dence in her ability to hold others to account through well established
and well communicated systems. Greater involvement is planned for Governors in the day to day life of the school, including a
pupil progress group. Governors have embarked on The Governor Award, utilising the tools of self evaluation to target, guide
and re�ne practice.

WORKLOAD: The Leadership and Management team proactively seek the views of sta� with a genuine commitment to
wellbeing and workload reduction. As a result, less internal data is generated (*)  and there is trust in sta� professional
judgement. Through precise monitoring of books and practice, emerging issues can be promptly recti�ed and inform CPD.

WELLBEING: Commitment to whole school wellbeing was recognised with the achievement of The Wellbeing Award in July
2019.(*) This is simply the platform to continue to embed and improve practice. Planned improvements include sta� incentives
and recognition awards. Sta� and pupil absence is low as a result of a commitment to mental health and wellbeing. 

GOVERNANCE:The Governing Body is well represented and has a range of relevant skills (*). Termly meetings are exceptionally
well attended and minutes evidence challenge and support. (*) Membership of sub-groups utilise speci�c skills, resulting in a
high level of support, and very speci�c advice and guidance.

Outstanding Good

✓

Requires
Improvement

Inadequate No Grade
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STATUTORY DUTIES: Governors uphold their statutory duties with integrity. 

SAFEGUARDING:There is genuine commitment to policy and procedures with a clear proactive focus. Through a well-planned
CPD programme, all sta� have con�dence ful�l their duty of care. School records (*) evidence adherence to safeguarding
practice, including protecting children from the dangers of abuse, sexual exploitation, radicalisation and extremism. Sta�
consistently record any incidents under a range of categories using an electronic system.

EQUALITY OF OPPORTUNITY: Leaders, sta� and pupils do not tolerate prejudiced behaviour. School evidences that incidents
are tackled consistently, fairly and without bias.

 
 

BITE SIZED QUESTIONS

L1 What is the e�ectiveness of safeguarding in protecting children, including the way in
which the school identi�es children at risk and secures the support that they need? How
would you evidence this?

L2 How e�ective are the school's self-evaluation systems? Do all leaders, including
governors/trustees fully understand the school's strengths and weaknesses? Does this
information drive improvement?

L3 How clear and ambitious is the school's vision? Is this shared and "lived" across the
school?

L4 How e�ective is the school’s engagement with stakeholders and action upon their
views? How can the positive impact of this be evidenced?

L5 How e�ectively do governors/trustees hold senior leadership to account for their
stewardship of the school, including the management of resources? What evidence
supports this?

L6 Where responsibility for governance is shared across a range of parties (trustees, local
governing body, MAT, etc.) - how clear are the lines of accountability? How are these
functions monitored?

L7 How informed are leaders of the issues facing sta� at all levels of the school, and how
responsive are they to these issues?

L8 How con�dent are leaders that the courses and opportunities available place children's
best interests at heart? Are leaders able to evidence that there is no "o�-rolling" ?

L9 How e�ective is the identi�cation and provision of teachers' professional development?

L10 How familiar are leaders/governors/trustees with the statutory duties of the school (e.g.
the Equalities Act, 2010 and "Prevent"?) How could they evidence compliance in policy
and practice?

    

O G RI I NG
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Overall

JUDGEMENT

Westmoor Primary is at least GOOD
Westmoor Primary School provides a good education for the pupils in its care with a unique curriculum.
Children enter the school broadly average, but leave often signi�cantly above National.
The school targets pupil premium well, narrowing the gap in attainment of vulnerable groups.
Teaching is often outstanding and never less than good.
Safeguarding is exemplary and the school is committed to the promotion of SMSC.
Behaviour is exceptional. There is an energised, positive climate for learning.
The commitment and resulting actions, to Mental Health, well-being and workload reduction is exceptional.
The Leadership and Management team communicate a clear vision and direction for the school.
The Governing Body is e�ective and determined and knows the school very well. They contribute signi�cantly to the
vision and direction of the school.

Outstanding Good

✓

Requires
Improvement

Inadequate No Grade
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Early Years

JUDGEMENT

INTENT

AMBITIOUS INCLUSIVE CURRICULUM: Quality First Teaching drives practice. Careful consideration is given, to ensure a well
planned and sequenced progression across Nursery and Reception, resulting in high quality continuous provision, linked to
Development Matters.  Highly e�ective communication ensures a respectful collaboration between home and school, resulting
in a full understanding of each child.  The unique curriculum is tailored to children's interests, building on the capital individual
children bring to the school. Planned experiences then e�ectively build on what children know and can do to create
personalised next steps for learning. There is clear ambition and direction towards creating independent learners, in a
progressive environment, resulting in learners who make informed choices with regards to resources. Great use is made of the
indoor and outdoor environment to provide speci�c opportunities for children.  Each child's unique learning journey is
recorded electronically. Children are proud of their class and recognise their place in the larger school family of Westmoor.  It
is school's clear intent that children should have access to a curriculum, in order to be socially mobile and play their part in
society. 

PHONICS AND READING: The intent to create con�dent independent readers to read words and sentences independently is
clearly evidenced through school's approach.  From a comprehensive baseline, tailored Phonics sessions are planned daily for
every child. Practitioners consider the environment and children have access to rich texts. School proactively engages parents
in a shared commitment to reading through use of reading sacks, library, cookery packs. This approach results in enjoyment
for both children and parents and prepares them for the next phase in learning. Clear non-negotiables are shared with
parents with an intent for mastery. 

SEND: The school has a dedication to providing a curriculum of pure enjoyment for all children. Through an accurate  baseline,
skilled practitioners rapidly target gaps in learning.  School delivers high quality interventions with measurable impact. In
keeping with school's core value of TRUTH, there is an open and honest dialogue with parents along with support. Links
communication. Through a dedication to continued professional development school has commitment to a range of training
and research projects: Triple P- 17 new strategies for parenting, NELI training (speech and language). 

IMPLEMENTATION

STAFF KNOWLEDGE: There is clear evidence of meaningful learning from a variety of starting points, with links between
experiences e.g. portraits, skin colour, cultural di�erences etc . There are shared opportunities for planning with a purposeful
dedicated professional dialogue around groups and individuals. Sta� proactively seek CPD, driven from performance
management and key priorities. Through a detailed process of self evaluation against professional standards, all sta� are
aware of their strengths and areas for development. .

TEACHING: Through knowing children exceptionally well, practitioners use appropriate teaching styles to meet each individuals
needs.  Expertise in the teaching of phonics has striking impact. Positive relationships with parents results in a shared
commitment to children practising reading skills. There is a school commitment to high quality questioning. Observations are
vital, relevant and guide teaching. Sta� routinely check children's understanding and retention; and application of taught skills
and knowledge. This provides a strong basis for more complex learning later on and ensures a smooth transition between key
phases in education. 

ENVIRONMENT: The well organised and considered indoor and outdoor environment enables children's ownership of learning
resulting in clear progression across the Foundation Stage. The environment develops independent learners through acute
awareness of space. Every aspect has been carefully considered, resulting in a text rich, well organised accessible
environment. 

EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT: Children are encouraged to re�ect on theirs and others actions and be considerate of one
another. Behaviour expectations are consistently modelled. Sta�s understanding of child development ensures appropriate
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strategies are implemented with strong partnerships with parents. This results in shared understanding shared actions.
Children learn to work collaboratively with, their peers through modelling an well times interventions. Clear strategies for
transition including home visits ensures all adults know the  needs of the children. A strong partnership exists between home
and school and achievements can be celebrated. 

MANAGE RISKS: Children taught how to be healthy and NCMP data evidences a school population who are in line with
national.  The outdoor area is speci�cally designed to allow opportunities for risk management. Children climb trees, and
access tools such as hammers and screws. Children are taught to have regard to their own safety and that of others. A
consistent sta� approach ensures supervision and vigilance .

COMMUNICATION: Sta� use Seesaw extremely well to evidence continuous progress for each individual, linked to
Development Matters and age bands.  There are regular transparent shared records. This two way communication  ensures
parents can message back and upload evidence.  There is weekly communication with regards to phonics. There is individual
reading with children and home school diary for dialogue.

IMPACT

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS: GLD 80% national 72% 

TRANSITION: Carefully planned transition events ensure children are con�dent about the move from one year group to the
next. Parents are fully involved and sta� liaise to gather information. A full parents evening  in June is very well attended with
opportunities for questions. Key messages are relayed from the  from Head Teacher. correspondence. 

ACHIEVEMENT: 80% GLD Reading expected 86% SCITT visitors

VOCABULARY: Early language development is a priority and children have access to a rich environment. Excellent partnerships
with parents results in a shared understanding.

ATTITUDES: The impact of the rich curriculum ensures children have curiosity and enjoy their learning. They are resilient
learners who take pride in their achievements but have resilience to persevere with challenges.

BEHAVIOUR: Consistent actions from sta� results in very clear expectations which children quickly understand. Because of this
consistency children understand the di�erence between right and wrong and the resulting consequences.

BITE SIZED QUESTIONS

E1 How well are children in the EYFS safeguarded and how does this contribute to their
developing understanding and ability to manage risks and keep themselves safe?

E2 How e�ective is leadership?

E3 How well have leaders and teachers developed a curriculum that is used to plan
appropriate, stimulating learning opportunities, enabling children to make good
progress and achieve well?

E4 Does planning ensure that each child is o�ered an enjoyable and challenging experience
across all areas of learning and development, in a broad and balanced way?

E5 How well do teachers develop, consolidate and deepen the knowledge, skills and
understanding of the children?

E6 How is assessment used to plan appropriate teaching and learning strategies, enabling
children to make good progress and achieve well?

E7 How well are Fundamental British Values implemented? How well do children behave,
cooperate and share with each other, respect each other's di�erences and build their
understanding of di�erent families and communities beyond their personal
experiences?
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E8 Does teaching enable children to develop the characteristics of e�ective learning so that
they develop good attitudes and behaviours appropriate to good learners?

E9 What is children's level of progress in the Early Years Foundation Stage?

E10 How does the FS Pro�le compare with other similar schools and local/national
expectations?

E11 What do teachers do to promote emerging and con�dent readers and to develop a love
of reading in children?

E12 What do teachers do to build a strong base of mathematical competence in children?

E13 How well does the school support children with SEND and those who speak English as
an additional language?

E14 How well is additional funding (e.g. Early Years Pupil Premium) used to support learning
and what impact has there been?

E15 What is the impact of training and development on outcomes for children, particularly
those who are in receipt of additional funding, such as Early Years Pupil Premium?

E16 How well are children encouraged to make smooth transitions into school and to the
next steps in their learning, so that they build strong relationships and become
con�dent, resilient individuals?

E17 How well do sta� work with parents and engage them in children's learning?
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